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Chapter 12: Friendship Skills & Strategies for Teaching Them
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Session 3 Objectives 
• Understand the importance of 

friendship and key components in 
creating a culture of friendship for 
young children

• Describe how to actively teach 
children friendship skills and 
embed opportunities for practice 
throughout the day

• Demonstrate the ability to use 
resources and materials to assess 
and support children’s friendship 
skills
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Housekeeping
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Overarching Materials
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Checklist for Effective Friendship Practices
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NCPMI Website
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Session 3B - Agenda

• Quick Review

• Teaching Friendship skills
• Stay-Play-Talk

• Essential Friendship Practices
• Additional Resources
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Why Teach Friendship Skills?

● Children without appropriate social emotional skills are more 
likely to use challenging behavior

● Children should have a sense of belong and acceptance for who 
they are

● Encouraging friendship through a responsive environment, can 
promote helpfulness and cooperation

Which Leads to a Culture of Friendship!
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What are Friendship Skills?

Interactions
Share & take turns

Initiate & organize play

Communication
Initiate & respond
Use kind words

Problem-
Solving

In communications & 
interactions
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Teaching Practices
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Practice #13: Peer-Mediated Interventions

Adults (i.e., researchers, teachers)

Peer Buddies

Target Children

Training  
Sessions

Peer Buddy 
Strategy 

Use
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Stay-Play-Talk
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 1

1. Select Target Children
• Children who attend to peers and the environment but rarely 

play or talk to peers may benefit.
• This could include children with disabilities, children who are 

at-risk for disabilities, and children who might be considered 
‘socially isolated’.

• Research with preschoolers has included target children ages 
34-71 months.
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 2

2. Selecting Peer Buddies
• How many peer buddies will you use from your classroom?

• Research has included one buddy, multiple buddies, or the entire 
class.

• Which children in your classroom would be good peer 
buddies?
• Children in the same class
• Children with similar or slightly higher levels of play skills
• Children who share interests with the target children
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 3

3. Consider logistics
• Who in your classroom will help?

• Lead teachers, assistant teachers, student teachers, and therapists
• How will you collect data?

• Target children’s play, initiations, and/or responses
• The peer buddies’ use of strategies

• What reinforcement system will you use?
• Verbal praise and feedback
• Visuals (ex., checklists)
• Tangibles
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 4

4.Training
• Who should participate in training?

• All children identified as peer buddies
• Target child, if appropriate

• What visuals will you use?
• Boardmaker® pictures
• Pictures of your students acting out the roles
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 4
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 5

5. Implementation and Data Collection
• When will you implement?

• Anytime children are expected to interact and play; Consider 
staff availability

• Consider different times of day
• How will you group children in the classroom?

• One target child with one peer buddy or multiple peer buddies
• Whole class - Each child has a partner
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Stay-Play-Talk: Step 6

6. Review progress and make changes
• A review of child progress should occur regularly

• Do peer buddies need more support?
• No? Continue as is
• Yes? What should that support look like?

• More training? Visuals? Reinforcement?
• Is the engagement in play for the target children improving?

• Yes? Continue with current plan
• No? Consider other interventions
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Stay-Play-Talk - Resources

(Milam, Velez, Hemmeter, & Barton, 2018)
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Play Scripts

Table from Goldstein & Cisar, 1992
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Peer-Mediated Skills – Friendship Skill Visuals

Give a Play Idea

Give a Complement
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Practice #15: Monitor Play Time

Questions to reflect upon:
Do I comment on 
children exhibiting 
friendship skills?

Are my comments 
explicit descriptions?

Do I encourage 
children to use 
friendship skills?

Do I notice friendship 
skills across the day?

I provide children with ideas about how to enter play with 
peers. When necessary, I enter children’s play to extend 

and promote positive peer interactions.
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1901/jaba.1992.25-265?casa_token=vVrXacxXw3oAAAAA:lalBX9of71SRo3atAPXOuQB21FfM1Py2EElLNZE3_1TPsanQ0_0uUabojQDbopnIh9rMaEwWvNPOUnrloA
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Practice #16: Positive Descriptive Feedback

• I provide positive descriptive feedback to children 
who are using friendship skills.
• Describe the behavior Acknowledge publicly, when 
appropriate 

• Individualize
• Be consistent & equitable
• Identify cultural norms 

Bayat, M. (2011)
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Embedding Opportunities Throughout the Day

Schedule Target Child
Arrival • Aidan will greet peers by saying, “Good morning, (name)!” 
Table 
Activities 

• Aidan enjoys playing “farm” with Asher. Have farm animals and 
barn available (limited quantities for children to practice 
sharing/taking turns). 

• Intentionally sit Aidan and Asher next to each other.
Morning 
Meeting

• Sing a “Hello” song with each child’s name it in for Aidan to 
practice peers’ names (e.g., “Hello, [name]; hello, [name]; hello, 
[name]; we’re glad you’re here today!”).

• Give Aidan the partner job of watering classroom plants 
(intentionally pair Aidan with Elle). 
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Essential Friendship Practices
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Involving Families 

Practice #17: I provide 
families with information 
and strategies for
the promotion of friendship 
skills at home and in the
community.

Practice #18: I partner 
with families to develop 
individualized
strategies to strengthen a 
child’s friendship skills at
home and in the 
community.

Practice #2: I communicate 
with families about children’s 
friendships.
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Home-School Connections: Backpack Connection
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Additional Resources
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NCPMI – Practical Strategies for Implementing
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Super Friend Scripted Story
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Super Friend Award
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Celebrating Super Friends in the Classroom

Reflection Questions
• How can I integrate Super 

Friends into our 
classroom/school culture?

• How can Super Friends 
serve as a positive form of 
public acknowledgement?
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Posting Visuals of Friendship Skills

Reflection Questions
• Where in my 

classroom/school would 
friendship skill posters be 
most useful?

• How can I involve children 
in the creation of 
friendship skill posters?
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Time for Questions
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Thank you!

Contact Information:

Molly Milam
mmilam1@ycp.edu
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